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For IP-practitioners it is clearࠉ :  IP-rights stimulate the economy. Studies confirming 

this statement. E.g. a study released by the Business Software Alliance solidifies the 

argument that reducing software piracy boosts economic growth. The study included 42 

countries owning 93 % of the World's PC software currently in use. The study can be 

found under :  http : //portal.bsa.org/piracyimpact2010/studies/piracyimpactstudy2010.

pdf 

The key statement isࠉ :  the faster we reduce piracy, the greater the economic impact the 

reduction will have. If the piracy rate in the US were reduced by 10 percentage points in 

two years, it would add more than $52 billion to the country's GDP by 2013. It would also 

boost US tax revenues by more than $8 billion. The International Data Corporation says 

that reducing piracy by 10 points, on average, per country in four years will bring many 

benefits, such as 500,000 new high-tech jobs, more than $142 billion in new spending, 

and ca. $32 billion in new tax revenues. 

Proposals on reducing software piracy areࠉ :  Increase public education and 

awareness ;  Implement the WIPO Copyright Treaty ;  Create Strong and Workable 

Enforcement Mechanisms as Required by TRIPS ;  Step up enforcement ;  Lead by 

example (governments actively managing their own software assets and sending a clear 

message that they will not tolerate piracy).

 The downside of software is the more it grows the more it infringes intellectualࠉ

property (IP) protection. If we do not protect IP then incentives for technological 

innovation fades away. If we protect IP then technology will accelerate and thus the 

economy will continue to move forward.

　＜ Germany＞


